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‘Ah, Wilderness’
Closes Theater
Season Tonight

LAWRENCE COLLEGE, APPLETON, WI8.
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Pusey Obtains

Ph. D
Degree From Harvard

Nathan M. Pusey. sophomore tu
tor. received his Ph. D. degree in
February from Harvard University.
His thesis on Athenian J a w
w.i.
Completed last summer. Dr. Pusej
came to Lawrence in 1935 fror..
Athens. Greece, where he had beer,
studying at the American School
of Classical Studies on a traveling
fellowship. He graduated from Har
vard Cum laude in 1928 and receiv
ed his M. A. degree in 1931. Dr. Pusey's work at Lawrence has been
In the sophomore tutorial, insti
tuted in 1935 under Dr. Wriston’s
plan of liberalizing the Lawrence
curriculum. This system has taken
root in a number of American col
leges and universities and at this
time is being organized at Brown
university under Dr. Wriston's d i
rection.

BILLBOARD
Fri. March 19: “Ab, Wilderness*
at the Lawrence Memorial
Chapel, at 8:20 P. M.
Sat. March 20: Ormsby Formal.
San. March 21: Palm Sunday
service at Lawrence Memorial
C'haprl at 8:00 A. M. under the
auspices of Geneva Committee.
Toes. March 23: Lawrence Men's
Basketball Dinner.
Thars. March 25: Roller Skating
Party at the Armory.
Sat. March 27: Spring Recess be
gins at 12:00 noon.
Mon. April 5: Spring Recess ends
at 8:00 A. M.
Wed. April 7: W. A. A. Play
night, at the Old Gym.
Thars. April 8: Senior Girls'
Dinner given by Miss Woodworth.
Sat. April 10: L. W. A. Dance.
Taes. April 13: Nine weeks ends.
Sat. April 17: 8age Formal.

McConagha and

Friday, March 19, 1937

IPhi Beta Kappa Elects Carr,
i TaeSe,In2raham, Mickelson,

DuShane Discuss
Sit Down Strike!

®
™ • i
C o rn e ll, b a e n g e , a n d C nm iel

Student Forum Consider»
Strike Method» in
Committee Select»
First Meeting

\olkcrt Direct» Second
Showing of O ’Neill*»
Drama at Chapel
Tonight at Lawrence Memorial
Chapel, at 8:20 P. M., the Lawrer.cc
College theatre swings into the sec
ond
performance
of
Eug**nc
0'Nei!l\s “Ah, Wilderness'” as Di
rector Erie Volkert takes the bows
for the season's most successful
play. and senior Irving Sloan and
freshman Robert Rumsey take the
high honors in acting.
Last night enthusiastic spectator.
applauded and proclaimed as u
Success the Harvard and Yale Et.gene O'Neill's 1932 hit as presents
by the young Mr. Volkert and his
cast of fifteen. Tonight, with lh<
importance of Saturday classes
ftiinimiz >d by the great attraction,
even a larger attendance is expect
ed.
Two years ago Erie Volkert sa:
In a class room at Lawrence Col
lege. as you and I do. Today he is
director of the Lawrence Coll-**:;
Theatre, temporarily
filling
the
very nr «.at shoes of that very grea:
on -lea ve-of-absence head of the
dramatic
department.
Theodore
Cloak.
Sloan, Ramsey Star
Irving Sloan, football guard a til
actor, brilliantly ends his dramatic
career with the portrayal of Not
Miller, the father and head of th*.
riotous Miller family. He does r
swell job as does student Bob Rumaey as Richard, the wild, radical
high school graduate, the Swin
burne. Skowe, and Omar Khayyam
minded poetic youth who is mad!v
in love with
the sweet
young
thing. Muriel, played by Milwaukee
Downer's addition to Lawrence,
Dorothy Brown. Muriel's father.
Kermit Dury. another departing sc
nior. fears strange effects that th
Swinburne protege might have on
Sweet Muriel. He infects the M il
lers with his ideas, and after that

r e n t ia n

Formal Initiation to be
Held May 10; Francis
June 11 Inaugural
Schimer Speaker
Date for Barrows

Opening the Student Forum on
last Wednesday evening. Dr. W. A
Wisconsin Gamma of Phi Bela
A committee of students, faculty
McConagha, professor of economics,
summarized the development of members and college officials, and Kappa this morning announced in
w
alumni headed by George Banta set chape, the eIection of wniori> Jane
the sit down strike, comparing it the inaugural date for President1„
,
_
with various other forms of strikes Thomas N. Barrows on the morning
ari* Stanley Chmiel, Jane Corn»'I,
A strike is a method of defense of June 11.
Mildred Gaenge, Albert Ingraham,
used by the worker to gain cer
There will be a luncheon for the Sorcn Gray Mickelson, and Mildred
tain advantages for himself. Tlr.
trustees and visiting college ofli- j Taege to the society,
worker believes in “his” job, and cials alumni, faculty members, and
^
1 The faculty members of Phi Bela
J the strike is a method of calling at friends of the college taking part.
1 tent ion to*thosc who control the
There is a tentative meeting ol Kappa held a meeting Wednesday,
job so that the job can be made a the board of trustees set for June March 17, in which these spring
bit easier and yet be retained b> 10. Baccalaureate service w ill be on
elections were held. Dr. A. A. Trevthe worker.
June 13, and commencement June
er, professor of Ancient and Modern
Eliminate« Damage
ERIE VOLKERT
14. After the commencement exer
A sit down strike eliminates pick cises there w ill be a reception in History, is president of the chap
Made Sid a Singer
eting. and, with it, riots. The fac the president's home for the gradu ter.
tory is shut down so that little ates and their parents.
The number elected to Phi Bela
d image is done to it by the work
Kappa for the academic year stands
ers. Because the factory is shut ---------------------------at twelve. Five people were chos
down, and the workers are receiv- r i
1
TV
1
ing no pay. they must be organized
1*6811111611 U 6 C l3 r6 en at the first election this fa’I.
so that a “war chest,” from whirl
They were: W illiam Christensen,
they can buy food and other nec
Thomas
Jenkin, Dorothy Mitchell,
is provided them
A Cappella to Sing at Ser essities,
George Moersch, and Bclva Strat
The sit down strike is typicallx
American. The history of its ori^ir
ton.
vice Sponsored by Gen*
and O'D onnell
h interesting and therefore pn b- Mueller
Formal initiation of the electees
eva Committee
ably not true.” It started when twe
will not be held until May 10, at
Speak to Interfratermty
ln.cball teams, representing two in 
which time the general convocation
The palm-dccoratcd Chapel will dustrial plants, refused to play b?
Council March 17
of the valley Phi Beta Kappa Membe the scene of the traditional ear cause the umpire was not a union
bers will be held. Mr. Frances
ly morning service sponsored at the man. A little laK* wh**n a dispute
“A non-combine to put the mo.M Schimer, Editor of the aociety jourarose in one of these I*, .tries the
Easter searon by Geneva Committee men adopted the same attitude, logical man into the office of presi-! nal. “The American Scholar,” will
the annual banquet also i«.
of L. W. A. next Sunday at eight They sat down The re.wJ
suc dent” was urged by freshmew U v. ' '*>ak
S !a ^ 2be
? **
""L U T
o'clock. The service will be held cessful. and the ’ * r a j k
... |arri O Donnell and _Irwin Mueller
. . . to I^ ably
p ro cu re d for a convocation
thi«' rear on Palm Sunday intlM d ins throughout ’ the nation like |the Interfratermty Council held la * |.¿dress jn addition
wildfire.
Wednesday evening. March 17. at
Jane Carr of Houston. Texas, is
of on Easter because Easter falls
Other Strikes Unsuccessful
|
_
.
affiliated with Kappa Delta Soror
during the vacation period
Because the workers of the Unit- the Phl * ■ * * Tau house,
ity of which group she was pres
Said Freshman O'Donnell, "Wc
Reverend Robert K. Bell, pastor ed States arc not organized as they
ident. Miss Carr represents Kar*
of
the
Memorial Presbyterian are in Europe, workers cannot go hope to get a president in offitc pa Delta in Pan-Hellenic. She is a
on a strike and leave their plan t.' who is in there because he is effi- member of the L. W. A. Board. N u
Church of Appleton, who will he
.-------- cient rather than a member of e meral club, and is president of Ju-------—----- _
the speaker, has chosen as his sub
IXirn to PH ft 0
|certain fraternity.” However, he
.....
.
, dicial board. She was last spring
ject “The Divine Imperative.” Rev
hastened to say that they made no chos(.n to mcmbership in Mortar
erend Bell came to the Memorial Proctor Gives Organ
reference to any present adminis- g ^ f d . Miss Carr is a psychology
officers.
Presbyterian Church about a year
major.
Recital in Chapel trative
Distributed by freshmen this
and a half ago, and since that time
Stanley Chmiel. Mosinee. Wiscon
Mr. Francis W Proctor, instruc'or week were sheets on which was
he has become well known to A|>sin. is this year finishing his work
pleton residents and to Lawrence in piano at the Conservatory, gave printed: “I feel that the fraternity at Lawrence after two years’ ab
an organ recital of four selection, and sorority combines are detri sence. Mr. Chmiel is a member of
College students.
Tradition demands the music r.f in Convocation on Monday morn -[ mental to the interest of the Law- the Lawrence men's honorary fra 
the lawrence A Cappella Choir, un  ing. March 15. His program includ -1 rence student body as a whole and ternity. Mace. He was active under
am in favor of this abolition.” Ac- Editor Clapp on the Lawrent'an
der the direction of Dean Carl J. ed:
Up the Saguenay, from the St cording to a tabulation made Wed- Editorial Council two years ago. He
Waterman.
l.awrcnce Suite
I ncsday evening the number of sigu- is a major in the department of his
The scripture will be read b>
Alexander Russell ers ¡s 115.
Margaret Hendrickson, president o'
tory and government.
McKinley J The Interfraternity Council quesL. W. A., and Hazel Dunne. Con Cantilena
Jane Cornell, Appleton, president
servatory senior, will play the or Arab Dance, from the Nutcracker tioned the proposals, and Boh Bar- of Delta Gamma sorority this year.
gan music.
. Tschaikowsky tella explained. “We «re with you £ a^m em ter'of"M orU r V ^ r d .'S n 'i
Breakfast will be served in the- Thou Art the Rock, from the By-, ¡n theory.” After much discussion.
. ..
French d ub and a
» m in e Sketches
Mulct the mattcr was left danglihg in the
dormitories after the service.
air. I
romance language fraternity. Phi
The Interfraternity Council dis Sigma Iota. Last year she won the
cussed the extensive
intramural Junior spade in student elections.
program, with which the fraterni Miss Cornell is a French major.
ties are faced. It was suggested
Mildred Gaenge. Milwaukee. Wis
that some of the minor events such consin is a member of Kappa Alpha
horse-shoes and dart-ball be Theta sorority. She has been treas
made all college events in which urer of the sorority this year. Mi.«s
Last night we had the opportun-membering the days in which they
all students are able to participate GaenKe transferred here in her Jun
How’ever. no definite action
Ity of viewing Eugene O'Neill's were born.
ior year from Milwaukee Slate
In the part of Richard, Robert taken on this issue.
“Ah'.*
Wilderness,”
which
will
Teachers College. She is editor of
the Ariel this year. Miss Gaenge is
again be presented for the final Rumsey seemed to catch especially
Attend Campus Club
an economics major.
time this evening at the Chapel. It well the rebellious mood of the
Soren Gray Mickelson. Appleton,
Dinner at Ormsby Wisconsin,
is the first time that the opportun younger generation. His clothes fit
is also a member of this
ity has come our way to sit in on ted him so well for one thing, and
About ninety faculty membcis year's graduating class. He is doing
any offering of O ’Neill, but wre both he and Bill Holmes gave ex and their wives attended the annuu' his major work in the department
hope now that the knock has comc cellent renditions of what people do Campus Club dinner on Saturday of history.
Albert Ingraham. Appleton, is a
and been answered, that everyone when they have just came in to night, March 13, at Ormsby Hall.
Mrs. Frank W. Clippinger
was member of Sigma Phi Epsilon fra
who is in any way concerned will
face the assembled family. Holmes chairman of the dinner committee, ternity. Mr. Ingraham has been ac
hold on tight and holler for more.
and Dr. Carl J. Waterman, dean of tive for four years on the Law 
Director Erie Volkert and stalf really starred in his role of mis
undertook a difficult job. The plav understood masculinity. Now there the Conservatory of Music, arrang rentian; he Is editor this year. He
is long and broken up into 3even was a man who was not doing what ed the program, which consisted of has also debated the last two years
vocal selections by Dean Waterman. He Is a major in the department of
scenes, which meant much work for he did just for the sake of being
Dr. Percy Fullinwider, and Mr. government and history.
a green stage crew and our om  smart, and in our opinion. Bill
Marshall Hulbert, accompanied by
Mildred Taege. Milwaukee, is a
niscient director. It had been re bears up so well that he deserves an
Nettie Steninger Fullinwider and member of Delta Gamma sororitv.
honest-to-god
binge
when
the
cently filmed with an all-star cast
Lucille Wichmann.
She is treasurer of Eta Sigma Phi.
which did not leave much to be snow's over. Sloan and Miss Mer
Latin honorary society. Miss Taege
wanted. And to recreate the small cer did very well as man and wife,
is a Latin major.
town parlour of the early twenties, knowing what was wrong with each Dr. Darling to Speak
lobsters-in-shell for dinner,
and other, but bound by love and a fam 
To Green Bay (»roup»
youthful romantics who turn to ily. Miss Johnson as Lily Miller
Dr. S. F. Darling, associate pro
Remember—
Shgw and Swinburne in the heat 01 made us all the more sad for poor
Pride goeth before destruction
passion, was to ask a great deal of Sid. meaning that she did very fessor of chemistry, is speaking to
both
assemblies
of
Green
Bay
High
And a haughty spirit before a
collegiate imagination. But as a well.
Finally, a hand to the noble or School this morning on the subject
fall.
group, certainly in the case of indi
Be Democratic.
vidual stand-outs, we were satisfied chestra, which kept right on play of “Cosmetics.” This afternoon he
Frolic tonight
7-8
that the cast and crew succeeded ing in the face of continual dis will speak on the same subject to
10 cents
amazingly well in presenting the couragement, and a cuss to the the American Association of U ni
versity Women in Green Bay.
preceeding generation and in re- importunate guy on the lights.
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Rev. Bell Speaks
On Palm Sunday

f

Against Combines

*Ah! Wilderness ’ Proves
To Be Own Advertisement i

I
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Fries Talks on
“New Education”

LAWEENTIAN

Friday, March 18, 1937

C a p s and Gowns

AH! A LANDSLIDE!

O ld in S t o r y

Tell* Fort Atkinson PTA
O f Progressive Etlucalion Principles
Speaking at a meeting of the Fort
Atkinson Parent Teachers’ Associa
tion last week, philosopher and Dr.
Horace S. Fries, assistant professor
of philosophy and psychology, de
nied the common charge brought
against progressive education that it
discarded completely the concepts
of discipline and restraint. Instead,
said the Lawrence professor, it tries
to reconstruct these concepts in
such a way as to develop self-dis
cipline and self-restraint out of an
harmonious set of growing inter
ests
MILDRED TAEGE
JA N E CARR
Dr. Fries explained that the new
education be-yan with kindergarten
experiments conducted in the lute
eighteenth century in Europe. In
IJ196 John Dewey founded the first
American progressive education ex
periment at the University of C hi
cago. This is an attempt to extend
tht* kindergarten notion up through
the grades.
Activity Principle
The basic idea of the movement
is known as the activity principle.
Dr. Fries compared this principle to
one aspect of Galileo's famous law
of motion which states that a ma
terial body naturally remains in
motion unless interfered with by
some external force. "Just as G ali
leo's law was put to work, with oth
er laws, to produce the industrial
world we have today, so this ne\
principle can be put to work, with
other information we have about
the behavior of human beings, to
produce a new world which can
M ILD R E D GAENGE
master the machine, . .
STANLEY CHMIEL
I.Ike Frankenstein
“The industrial world,” he con
tinued. ‘ has taken on the features
«if a Frankenstein. The application
of the activity principle in education is one affirmative reply to the
question. Is there or it there not a
means available by which we can
learn how to use modern indus
try?”
“It is with a deep sense of hon
Several slides were shown of the
activities of pupils in various pri or that this charter of Phi Beta
vate and public schools throughout Kappa is accepted, and we do so
feeling that the college and the Fra
the country.
ternity can be made stronger by
it.”
Tonle Tells Neenah
Thus on February 24, 1014, Dean
Croup of *Problem* Treat of I^awrence Collerc receiv
ed the charter for Wisconsin Gam 
(if Colonization* ma chapter from the hand« of Ed
Dr. 1,. W. Tow le. associate profes- j win A. Birge, L. L. D.. vice presi
sor of economics, addressed the dent of the United Chapters of
Neenah Tuesday Club, March Ifl. on Phi Beta Kappa. This public instal
“The Problem of Colonization." He lation came as the culmiuation of
said, ,,The problem is fraught with three years efforts on the part * f
complications which are bound to faculty members to obtain a chap
profoundly affect international re-' ter here at Lawrence.
lations, even to the point of be-1 The charter was actually grant
ed on September 10. 19’:t, at the
SOREN M ICKELSON
coming a cause of war."
Discussing the problem of colon National Convention in Ntw Yoik
ization. with particular reference to City, when Lawrence's petition, I Birge spoke as guest of honor at a
its effect on Europe, Dr. Towle with the endorsement of twentystated that four reasons are Riven * five colleges and the Fraternity banquet "in the Venetian Room of
by nations seeking colonial posses Senate, was accepted enthusiastic- , the Sherman House” at which Dr.
sions: colonization relieves over ally by the Convention
J. S. Reeve of Appleton was toast
First Phi Bete InM aticn
population;
colonization
betters
After the presentation of t h e . master.
trade for the parent country; colon
Of the 27 alumni members, fif
ization increases investment oppor charter on Friday evening, Febtu-j
tunities for those who wish for w i ary 24. Wisconsin Gamma Chap- teen were teachers, three minis
der investment fields;; and colon l*v held its first meeting and initia- j ters, two physicians, a president’s
ization enables nations to obtnin tion. Four undergraduates — Mar- ; secretary, and an Associated Char
Stoppenbach,
Mon- j
natural resources not found in their garet
ona Cheney,
Pauline
Gillespie ities Worker.
own country.
Phi Bete Professors
Colonial ambition in such nations (Seniors), and Elsie Kopplin <a J u 
On our faculty at the present
a*i Italy, Germany, and Japan, are nior), and twenty-seven alumni re
the result of a desire for power, ceived the honor. Foundation mem time are Dr. A. A. Trever, Mr. J.
which causes international antagon bers included Dr. Samuel Plantz, H. Farley. Mr. J. C. Lymer, Dr.
ism and suspicions that may lead Dr. A. A. Trever, Mr. J. H. Farley, J. H. Griffiths. Dr. L. C. Baker. Mr.
Dr. L. A. Youtz, Dr. W. S. Naylor R. S. Mitchell, Mr. Marshall Hulto armed conflict.
and Mr. J. C. Leymer, and Judson bert, and Miss Jeanette Jones who
were elected to Phi Beta Kappa at
G. Rosebush.
Dr. IVtillis Discusses
The following
evening. Dean Lawrence, and Dr. M. M. Bober,

Lawrence Phi
Bete C h a p t e r
r Formed in 1914

‘‘College ami Church*'

Dr. John S. Millis. dean of Law
rence College, delivered an address
at the luncheon given by the Fox
River Valley Ministerial Associa
tion, Monday noon at the Y.M.C.A.
The title of his talk was "The Col
lege and the Church."

Voecks
Bros.
Quality Meats
234 E. College Ave.

JA N E CORNELL

ALBERT IN GRA HA M
honorary; Dr. A. H. Weston from
Yale;
Miss Dorothy Bethurum,
Vanderbilt; Mr. F. W. Clippinger,
Wabash; Miss Charlotte Lorenz, U.
of Iowa; Dr. J. B. MacHarg, Ham 
ilton; Dr. R. V. Landis, N. Dakota;
Miss Dorothy Waples, Colorado Col
lege; Mr. P. P. Wright, Michigan;
Dr. L. W. Towle, Bowdoin; and Mr.
Donald DuShane, Wabash.

Few of us realize how steeped In
tradition are the academic gowns
that we see our faculty wearing
twice a year in the academic pro
cession. Caps and gowns date back
to the twelfth century in Fiance,
where they indicated formal ad
mission to the licentiate, or body ©f
masters. Because of the coldness
of the stone buildings of the col
leges, they were worn all the time.
The gowns had no pockets, and con
sequently the sleeves were used to
carry everything from prayer-books
to apples.
It was in the twelfth century that
the dress of the friars and nuns be
came fixed, as did the academic
gowns, which were right in st> le in
those days. The hoods, which now
are simply decorative, were fash
ioned after monks’ cowls, and at
first drawn over their heads. The
mortar board evolved from the
skull cap worn by the ecclesiastics
over their German hair cuts.
Caps and gowns have been worn
in this country since colonial days,
but weren't formally adopt«! until
1893. At that time a commission,
with representatives from the lead
ing colleges met to discuss the acad
emic ceremonial, and a year later
a statute was drawrn up and adopt
ed.
According to the code, bachelor's
gowns are plain black worsted, and
master's, a little fancier, being us
ually silk, and trimmed with velvet
facing and bars of velvet on the
sleeves. It is the doctor’s gowns that
are really interesting, however, be
cause of the colors of the <dging
on the panel of the hood. F.: ch de
partment has its own color, and
most of them are symbolic.
Arts and letters is white, which
is derived from the white fur of
Oxford and Cambridge; theology is
scarlet, symbolizing the burning
faith of religion; medicine is green,
from the green stripe in army sur
geon's uniforms, and, more remote
ly, from the color of medicinal
herbs; law is royal purple, from
the King's Courts. One may draw
one's own conclusions from the rus
set of forestry, the maize of agri
culture. the copper of economics,
the drab of commerce and account
ancy, and the yellow of chemistry.
Seven hundred colleges use this
Intercollegiate System, In the Unit
ed States. Canada, the Philippines,
in Porto Rico, Turkey, and Syria.
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Shamrocks, Irish Pipes,
Pigs in Pokes Recalled
While Erin Struts Green
Every week there’s something—for example, last week it was the
Creeks, and a fine week they made of it, and what a finish! We danced
and danced. And weren’t the decorations simply “ge-orgeous"!
Well, as we were remarking, something every week. Now this week,
the sons of Erin carried out that good old tradition of the wearing oi the
green, and so we weren’t a bit surprised when a friend came solicitating
bt u j (mere Germans that we are!) a green handkerchief. Ah. yes, the
wearing of the green—any other week but this one it might have any
num ber of connotations, other than the literal one. For instance, you
^ e a r the green when envy pops up its ugly head. Or, it may be a sign of
naive innocence, which, carried a bit further in the direction of student
life, may mean just plain ignorance. When the tests come on, comes also
the wearing of the green!
Sorority Teas, Parties
A tea was given in honor of Mrs. the alumnae, presented the chap
¿oseph Hubbard on last Friday af ter with a new coffee table.
Elizabeth Holt was honored with
ternoon by Alpha Delta Pi, of which
a silver cup for having the highest
she Ls national president.
scholastic average in the sophomore
O n Sunday afternoon another tea class, and the senior girls were
was given by the new initiates and presented with gold lockets with
pledges of Alpha Delta Pi. Mrs. J o  the Delta Gamma crest on them.
Buffet Supper
seph Hubbard was guest of honor.
Mrs. Mae Saunders, national vice
Ma rian Humleker, president of
president, from the American Con
Kappa Alpha Theta, and Margaret servatory of Music at Chicago vis
Hendrickson, president of Delta ited the X i chapter of the Sigma
Gamma, were also guests at the tea Alpha Iota and also the conserva
A group of the alumnae of Alpha tory on Wednesday of last week.
After the musicale on Sunday af
Delta Pi gave a St. Patrick’s Day
supper for the chaptcr on last Mon ternoon, the active chapter enter
tained the guests, Mrs. Carol Mor
day evening at the rooms.
The Kappa Deltas will give a timer Huegel, Annette De Boer and
cozy at Genevieve Gamsky's home Erma Villm ow of Sigma Epsilon
chapter. Wisconsin Conservatory o
today from three to seven o’clock.
Music, Milwaukee, at a buffet sup
Initiation, Elections
On Saturday, March 6. Betty per at the home of Mary Elizabeth
Bietv. Grada De More, Janice New Hopfensperger at Neenah.
Pledging and Initiating
ell, Fluth Lundin, Mona Quell, Peg
At 2:00 P. M. on Sunday, March
gy Powers, and Ruth Ragland were
initiated into Alpha Delta Pi soror 14. Carleton Woodward. Konrad
Tuchscherer. Robert Arndt, Stanley
ity
Zeta Tau Alpha elected officers Avery, and Richard Garvey became
at their meeting Tuesday after members of Phi Delta Theta.
Also on Sunday W ilfurd Samuelnoon. Officers are, president, Helen
Bo<*ttcher; vice president, Ruth son was pledged to Delta Sigma
Ritter; secretary, Muriel Enjelland; Tau.
There was a dinner given at the
treasurer. Harriet Berger; histor
ian. Mary Jane Graettinger; and Delta Sigma Tau house Thursday,
guard. Margaret Ralph. The new March 18. in honor of Dr. Josef h
president was also elected as dele Benton, Attorney C. Benton, pat
gate to the Zeta Tau Alpha nation rons, and David Fulton, alumnus.
Founder's Day Banquet
al convention which is to be hoi 1
Phi Kappa Tau's Founder’s Day
at Swampecott, Mass. Nellie C ham 
berlin Is the chapter alumnae ad Banquet w ill take place on Sunday,
March 28, when Phi Kappa Ta:i
viser.
will celebrate its nineteenth yeai
Reunion Dinner
Saturday evening, March 13. the on the Lawrence campus. Elections
Delta Gammas held their annual occupied the slate last week, and
Reunion Dinner at the Conway Ho the newly-elected officers are; Ev
tel Fourteen alumnae returned for an Vande Walle, president; Wilthe event and renewed old ac mer Witt, vice president; John Tesovnik, recording-secretary; Joseph
quaintances.
The dinner was carried out in tho Knox, treasurer; Clarence Nerad.
manner of a banquet at Olympus, corrcsponding-sccctary; Geoge Ben
manager;
Junior
and a member of each class gave f netts, athletic
short talk relating modern experi Kapp. sergeant-at-arms; Ralph Seoe n c e to the goddesses Ceres, Venus, ger, social chairman; and Alan A d
Phi
Diana, and Minerva. The newly in  rian, scholarship chairman.
itiated members of the sorority cn Kappa Tau announces the pledging
tertaincd the diners with a dkit on of Leonard Graf and Milton Nel
college life, and Margaret Hen son.
Hungry?
drickson. acting as toastmislress
Either two Dclts were extremely
gave Hebe’s Introduction. Grace
Strong then spoke for the fresh hungry last Thursday noon. March
men. Betty Nichols for the sopho 11. or they were being very ardent
mores. Portia Field for the junior*, swains, because as the girls at
and Margaret Mercer for the se Onnsby went down to lunch, the
afore-mentioned
boys
followed
nior class.
Mrs. lone McConnell, representing They paused at the door, wonder-

T i l
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THIRST COME, THIRST SERVED’

Geneva Committee
Form« Orthopedic
Girl Scout Troop
With the first meeting last Thurs
day of the new girl scout troop at
the Orthopedic School the Geneva
Committee added a new element to
its service program. The troop ac
cording to Miss Dorothy Colnin,
Appleton, girl scout director, is a
pioneer in its field. It is headed and
administered by the Geneva organ
ization and is receiving the enthus
iastic support of the local G irl Scout
organization and interested Apple
ton citizens. The leaders of th*i
troop are Irene Luethge, Kathleen
Cristy, and Josephine Schoetz.
Troop committee members In 
clude: Miss Mary Chalmers, Gene
va advisor: Fern Munroe, chairman
of Geneva
Committee;
Bonnie
Bonthron, Gay Patterson, Adela
Sawyer, Gladys Taylor, and Doro
thy Young. Others assisting with
the project are: Edna Earle, Janet
Riesberry, Edna Miller, Janet W eb
er, Ruth Barnes. Marie Piehl, Bar
bara Lester, Virginia Potter, Caro,
lyn Kemler. and Muriel Engelland.

Miss W oodworth Gives Lorenz Entertains
Two Afternoon Teas L. W. A. Mortar Board
Two groups of girls were guests
at afternoon teas given by Miss
Marguerite Woodworth, dean of
women, on last Wednesday and
Thursday
respectively,
in
her
rooms at Russell Sage Hall. On
Wednesday W ilma Dillie, Allene
Russell, Charlotte Clark, Pearl
Wiese, Mary
Grandy, Elizabeth
Holt, Margaret Seip, Betty Nichols,
Ruth Loken, Mary Thomson, Jean
Reynolds, and Mildred Taege at
tended. Thursday's group included
Emily Jordon, Vivian Steger, Jean
Steffen, Sara Haven, Doris Ben
nie, Jeanne Rasey, Janet Lewis,
Irene Larson. Marie Piehl, and
Margaret Brown.

Miss Charlotte Lorenz, professor
of Spanish, entertained members
of the active Lawrence College
chapter of Mortar Board, the old
and new members of the Lawrence
Women's Association and their ad
visors at a breakfast party last S un
day morning at the Hearthstone.
Miss Lorenz's guests were M ar
garet Mercer, Jane Cornell, Margar
et Hendrickson, Dorothy Mitcheil
Marian Humleker, Betty Morrison,
Mary Tuttle, Phyllis Van Vulpen.
Janice Newell, Fern Munroe, Pene
lope Trick, Alice Holloway, Ruth
Schuettge, Gladys McCoskrie. Jane
Carr and Grace Lightfoot. Mis>
Marguerite Woodworth. Miss V ir
ginia Shannon, Miss Mary Chaim
ers. Miss Jeanette Jones, and Mrs
Frank W. Clippinger, advisors: and
ing whether or not they should Mrs. Thomas N. Barrows.
break a long-standing custom, and
finally, tempted by the odor of good
food, they proceeded into the din 
ing room, walked past the rows ot
April IS was set as the date fo.
ogling girls, to a table at the baik
of the room. Now that the tradition the annual spring party to be given
has been violated, m rtbe m ore bold by the Town Girls* Association at
and hungry Lotharios will eat at a supper meeting on Tuesday eve
ning. March 9. at Hamar house. Two
Ormsby.

committees were appointed to mak«
arrangements.
Lorraine
Lathrop
was named chairman of the enter
tainment committee, with Dorothy
Blake, Dorothy Young, and Mary
Tuttle to assist her. Heading tho
food committee will be Ruth R:tter and Ruth Barnes.
The committee in charge of the
supper consisted of Leta Perry,
Mary Hughes. Mary Christine Cox,
Catherine Kolitseh and Dorothy
Young.

Town Girls Will Give
Spring Party April 15

TYRONE POWER
Loretta YOUNG
DON A M E C H E

All dressed up
Starts Saturday
Triple Sock Entertainment?

and plenty of
places to go
by Greyhound

D O N A L D DUCK

George O ’Brien

In “DON DONALD*’ In Colors

In

"Park Are. Logger**

NEW

RESTAURANT

215 W . COLLEGE AVE.

A. H. Mueller
P A T RO N IZK T H E H O M E OK
G O O D FOODS AND
E N V IR O N M E N T

COAL!

COKE!
IC E !

L U T Z IC E CO.
PHONE 2

Ya'gotta look your best in that EASTER PARADE
on Easter morning. You can be sure of it
if you let

ORM SBY FORM AL

ROYAL CLEANERS

from

clean your garments. Have it done now. Phone 2556
"each garment individually serviced”

VANDENBERG
GREENHOUSES

In Conway Hotel Bldg.

109 E. Washington St.

in the offing
calls for flower*

1107 E. Wisconsin Ave.

Phone 1696

Nye and Winter Co.
128 N. Oneida St.
Phone 2355

G R E Y /H O U N D

1

THX
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Second Annual
Appleton Starts
Esquire, Dame Fashion
European Tour
Safety
Campaign
Okay NewGrays, Browns
Begins July 1
You lad« — Ksky says no ahead red — «they almost burn a hole in
mid wear «rays and browns thrown
the display table.
together as you choose. Disregard
Here's ho p i n g
the disapproval of the gals. We
all your ward
promise that if you keep at it robe troubles go
they'll be emulating in a month. up in smoke. If
Hut right now you're at liberty to you’ve been re
a;sert your independence before quested to get a
their emulation beats.
new pipe, there’s
B o t a n y m a y a swell fellow on
mean field trips the Avenue who
to the co-eds, but is Hankering to
t o discriminating help you out.
men it m e a n s
Rem e m b e r —
|TIES — ties that
the clothes make the man — and
don't wrinkle —
11 i e s t h a t
t i e get the women.
If you are still trying to convert
smoothly — ties
I in subdued colors your family to campus-bred clothes,
land conventional return their fond greetings on
designs as well as
March 27 garbed in a gabardine
hi racy stripes.
And we understand those bright spun tweed. Even the bratty sis
plain yellow, blue, red, and green t e r will approve of its sport style
socks on the Avenue are perfectly coat, patch pocket, and leather butrespectable
designed for the un ; tons.
Hats on this year! Knox's Vaga
inhibited. Saa-wish!
bond knocks down high score — no,
Cable has moved to more conser it's not a bowler but a convertible
vative dress, and the self-respect cerebrum cover — we prefer the
ing young man may again wear pork-pie version. If you've got that
|certain jaw-angle — or are a Sig
turtle necks — that concealed hair- Ep, try a Homburg.
on-the-chest • implication. Revived
interest here has made available
these new reversible two color fool
ers.
Discovered — socks with wash
able garters attached.
Eliminates
hide-and-seek in the blue dawn
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
four minutes
before an eight
for as soon as they leave there will
o'clock.
be someone to take their place.
Tweed plaids in raglan coats or
Mr. Duneld M. DuShane carried
suits are in, or camel hair, half on the discussion from that point
belted, double-breasted, patch pock discussing the legality of the sit
down strike.
eted polo coats, when your love
Invasion Illegal
doe» not suffice to keep you warm,
Workers who invade the property
("rouped stripes in shirts, collars of a company and maintain them
selves on the property are definitely
detachable or not as you pleasetry them. Consider the birds—look trespassing. Trespassing is illegal.
However, if the owner of the fac
at the male in the spring. Every tory has refused to bargain with
one «-he do«"
the strikers, he has violated the
For casual camWagner I-abor Law. While tw.
Imih wear while
wrongs do not make a right, they
»pruijl is still on
tend to balance the situation. B.'the merry - gocause Governor Murphy of M ichi
round, w e a r a
gan did nothing to eradicate ih
light colored bar
strikers, he now has his lap filled
rel sweater under
with sit down strikes. If the strike
a suede or check
system had not worked so success
ed twred jacket.
fully in General Motors, striker
The classic beige
would not be sweeping the country
is being m n a
as they are today.
close second by
Either the government must con
gray, blue, and yellow.
trol labor, or labor must be organ
Checks, mate!, checks and double ized. Of the two courses open tn
checks are as necessary for a col businev, non-intervention by the
lege man to wear un the kind of government is typically American.
checks that wear Pop out; small If organization does develop, it
checks are recommended in button- should be held responsible by the
collar shirts, medium checks for woikers for its expenditures, and
suits, and perfectly huge ones to in legal proceedings it should b<
make the swagger coats “tops" for treated a« a corporation.
spring.
A letter addressed to "The Bed
Not even at a Monday morning
eight o'clock H ill people be slack bug Professor. University of M in
in paying attention to you if you nesota” was finally turned over to
nonchalantly wear a pair of the the department of entymology by
new eye-blinding slacks; blue and the partially puzzled university
grey, grey and brown, brown and postmistress.

h#

Student Forum
Discusses Strike

Buetow’s Beauty Shop
Call 902

225 E. College Ave.

Make Appleton Safest of
Its K ind in Amer
ica!— Aim

To make the city of Appleton the
safe&t of its kind in America is the
aim of the safety committee of the
Appleton Police Department who
have launched an intensive safety
campaign to elminiate accidents on
the city’s streets and highways.
During the year 1935 there were
37,000 deaths by automobile in the
United States. If these dead could
be taken as a group they would
represent a city the size of Green
Bay. The record for 1936 has not
been officially announced by the
National Safety Council, but the
information which is out indicates
that beyond a doubt the number
of deaths is even greater this year
than last.
In 1935 the city of Appleton alone
had seven deaths. To reduce this
number a safety organization was
established by the Appleton City
Police Department. They were suc
cessful in reducing the number of
fatalities to one in 1936, which, for
their population, gave them a rank
ing of sixth in the nation.
This safety committee, headed by
Sergeant Carl Radtke and Lieuten
ant Kapp, pays a visit twice during
each school year to all of the grade
school* in the city to instruct the
children in the elements of safety
on the street. These talks are aug
mented by posters and signs placed
in conspicious places.
In a room on the second floor of
the police station there is posted a

When the S. S. Hamburg leaves
New York, July 1, 1937, the second
annual Lawrence College Tour will
be under way. For seven weeks its
members will tour England, Bel
gium, France, Holland. Austria,
Germany, Italy, and Switzerland.
Some of the high lights of the
tour will be London, where the gay
holiday spirit and pageantry of the
Coronation ceremonies w ill . stiil
linger; The Hague, the residence of
Princess Juliana, whose recent mar
riage made this historical place the
focal point of universal interest;
Venice with its romantic canals; the
well known Black Forest; the un
forgettable Rhine trip; and, of
course Paris with its International
Exposition of Art and Technics >n
Modern Life and its fame as a cen
ter of feminine pulchritude. There
will also be such features as the
lectures en route, the opportunity
to attend a Shakespearean plav
music festivals, and operas.
As on shipboard, a friendly fam
ily spirit prevails throughout the
trip. Beside the usual entertain
ments, the members have parties
musicales,
and farewell
feast«.
Though it isn’t guaranteed, romance
has been known to flourish on the
tour.
In London last year, the manage.of the Kraft Cheese Factory unex-

JON E8 SPEAKS
Miss Jeanette Jones, instructor in
large map of the city of Appleton geology, spoke at the G irl Scout S
on which a record of every acci Leaders training course, Wednes- I
dent, however slight, is recorded. day, March 10, at the Y. M. C. A
At the end of the year the map is She mentioned places in the vicin
moved to the council chamber of ity where interesting kinds of rocki
the city hall.
i ml fossils are to be found.

Of course, the dears met on either HAMBURG-AMERICAN LINE or NORTH GERMAN LLOYD,
those express services founded in 1847 and 1857 in the charming Hanseatic cities of
Hamburg and Bremen. (Lois of adjectives, Greek Letter fraternities and romances have
had this shipboard origin during the past 80 and 90 years.)

MARCVS

Like having the Dean for a father-in-law.. thai's consulting
W ith O ur EDUCATIONAL SERVICE DEPARTMENT. All about
Summer Courses Abroad and Specials in Arts and
Sciences at German Universiiies (just like Grandfather did)
and all other matters concerning Students on G rand
Tours. Personal Consultations arranged on your inquiry.

SE N IO R S

S E N IO R S

fia m b u rg .
(urOpO . .

. .

juiT

. .
fjanta . . . .
D e u tiriila n t) . .
(O lu m b u * . . .
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July
July
July

QUICK — YOUR TRAVEL AOENT,

HARWOOD STUDIO
»
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it youwant topickyouraccom
modation« in Cabin Class.
Tourist or Third Claraos. Delay
in baxaxdoua. Or inquire of—

Prompt Service

Phone 100
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College O rchestras
on Sunotr Sailings
EipitMM fromNewYork midtown piers to mid-European
posts—Cobh. Southampton,
Plymouth. Cherbourg.
Hamburg or Bremen.
Curopo . .
June 1«
D c u tic h la n b
June 20
C o lu m b u s .
June St
l i t u i y o rh .
June 27
Brem en . .• • . Juno 30

Your Senior picture can be used for Application Pictures
Special Low Prices
We Have Your Negative

Irving Zuelke Bldg.

Ii

(Carl
3— ]
•Kno

Take a squint al fhe family archives over th^s
Easier vacalion— Ihe daguerreotypes of the
Grand O ld Grad off on his g r a n d t o u r , and
his exuberant letters home: “indescribable lux
uries on ship” . . . **swift. eagle-like flight of pas~
sage” . . . “truly epicurean fare” . . . "hospitality
wedded indissolubly to pei lection In seaman
ship**........ and **the delightful fellow voyagers, among them one whose beauty makes mo
tremble like an aspen leaf e'en as I pen these Inadequate lines in her blushing praise.**

Take Y our Car Along... More lh an 1400with us last year. Ideal
louring abroad. Ask for booklet: "Motorbridge to Europe'*.

Carre

100

of E U R O P E

Any of these books under S2.00
at

Ini

<Kro!

G n A N D lb u n

All types of Books for
all types of People*

Wes

I.ÍUI1J»

H e , a ls o , h a d a

For these LINES set the pace of luxury-security-speed
that leads right through the ages (with almost Fourteen
Million passengers carried) into our 90th and 80lh Anni
versaries in the ultra modern w ay .. . .

Frida]

stab
loit):
Txmjt»
Nostri
50-j
<Carl(

TT

the North German Lloyd swift expresses BREMEN and
LUROPA, and palatial COLUMBUS; the Hamburg-American
Line's Famous Four Expresses— NEW YORK, HANSA, HAMBURG,
DEUTSCHLAND wherein Cabin Class, even in the height of
season, is only $171 up to Irish-English ports, with $5 more
to Cherbourg, $13 more to Hamburg.

D e L uxe B o o k s

pectedly invited the group of the
factory and later entertained at one
of London's swank hotels. Two of
the girls made London news by ap
pearing in cellophane rain-capes.’i
And the American company appreciatcd the publicity so much that
it gave the girls more capes when
they arrived in Chicago.
When the train stopped in th®.
Black Forest, one of the member^
stepped off to buy candy. Suddenly
she discovered that the train was
gone, leaving her stranded in a lit-’
tie railroad station unable to speafc
the vernacular. Luckily she met
part of her group in Switzerland
after riding all around the country
—free of charge, incidentally.
g
The tour is under the personal di
rection of Dr. Louis C. Baker, pro
fessor of modern languages; M r,r
Chester H. Heule, assistant profes4
sor of French; Albert A. Gloekzin.
associate professor of public school
music; and Miss Elsie Bohstedt,!’
who serves as business m anager!»
These advisors have lived abroad'
for long periods of time and have
traveled extensively in Europe.
The trip is so supervised that one
need not bother about items of bag- ■
gage, various
money
systems, K
guides, tips, or hotel employee*. &
During the voyage, practice in con- &
versationul French and Germnn
will be available. The cost of ihe
entire trip is $495, and includes
everything but incidental person- &
al charges. Various extensions and
options are available at a slight ex- I
tra cost. On August 20, the ship ’
will again dock at New York.

130 WEST RANDOLPH STREET, CHICAGO

R. 1
d
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Westberg Stars
In Midwest Meet;
Vikings Fourth
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Phi Delts Take
Interfraternity
Swim From Delts

.6 0 0 FOR SEASON; .8 7 5 AT HOME

Carroll Again Takes First
In
Swim
Meet;
Beloit Second

Sig Kps Place Third
Contest Tuesday
Evening

Ken Westberg, star performer of
the Viking swimming team, took
first place in the diving and in the
100-yard breast stroke race, and
helped the Vikes to a third place in
the 150-yard medley relay, but the
Vikes placed only fourth in the an
nual Mid-west conference held last
Saturday afternoon. Westberg total
ed 14 points of the 22 collected by
the Blue and White.
Carleton repeated as champion
with 36 1-3 points, Beloit was sec
ond with 36 1-3, Monmouth third
with 22 1-3, Lawrence fourth, and
Knox fifth with 16.
Captain Dick Garbisch of Carle
ton was high point man. gathering
a total of 15 1-3 points in three
events.
Carleton swimmers broke the
three records. Marriott swam the
50 yard free style in 26.5, one-tenth
of a second faster than the old
record: Garbisch hit a new low in
the 100 free style in 08 seconds,
and established a new record in
the 200 yard frte style with 2:20.
The summary:
200-vard relay: 1- Beloit »Fuller,
Pickering, Telfcr, Reynolds): 2—
Carleton; 3—Monmouth; 4—Knox;
5—Lawrence. Time—1:46.5.
100-yard breast stroke: 1—Slubstab »Carleton); 2—K rau ji (Be
loit); 3—Kendall fCorlclon); 4—
i.oughboiotiKh i Beloit); 5 — Van
Nostrand tlawrence). Time— 1:11.
50-yard free style: I —Marriott
^Carleton), Telfcr »Beloit), and
Ltting (Monmouth), tied; ♦—Lig'/t
«Knox): 5—Poore «Carleton). Time
—26.5. «New record: old mark 26.6>.
200-yard free stvle: |—Garbisch
'Carleton); 2 — Morgan «Mon
mouth); 3 — Nelson «Knox): 4—
Clark «Beloit); 5 Gcitelmr.n «Law
rence). Time—?:20. «New lecord;
old record 2:246).
100-yard back stroke: 1 — Wentberg «Lawrencc); 2—Fuller «Be
loit); 3—Light «Knox); <—Corbin
(Carleton); A — Thomas «Mon
mouth). Time—1:121.
100-yard free style: 1i-G;.rbisch
(Carleton*; 2—Marriott (Carleton);
3 — Poore «Carleton): 4 — Brandt
(Knox); 5—Reynold« *Beloit). Time
—58. (New record: old record 58.7).
Divine: 1—Westberg «Lawrence),
93; 2—Sharp (Carleton). 912; 3—
Fairman «Monmouth), 80 9; 4 —
Brown (Carleton), 77.4; 5—Grosscup <Beloit), 69.9.
150-yard medley relay: 1—Carle
ton (Corbin, Stubstab. Caibisch); 2
—Beloit: 3 — Lawrence: 4 — Mon
mouth; 5—Knox. Time—1:31.6.

On Tuesday evening at the A l
exander Gymnasium, the Phi Delta
Theta swimming team came out
on top in what provcJ to be almost
a duel meet with the Delta Tau
Delta team The Phi Delts took first
places in four out of the seven
events of the meet and took enough
othti places to win the meet. The
total i«suits of the meet: Phi Delts
55; Delts 51 i; Sig Eps 191; Delta Sigs
1; Betcs 0; Phi Taus 0.
Rt«-nits "tof all events:
200
medley relay. Time 1.59:9
1. Phi Delta Theta
2. D«lta Tau Delta
3. Sigma Phi Epsilon
50 yd. breast stroke. Time, 38.4
1. Graf, Phi Delta Theta
2. Arndt, Phi Delta Theta
3. Scegers, Delta Tau Delta
50 yd. Free style. Time, 28.2
1. M. Holmes, Phi Delta Theta
2 Smalley, Delta Tau Delta
3. Johnson, Sigma Phi Epsilon
100 yd. free style. Time, 1:02.8
1. Spencer, Delta Tau Delta
2. Pengelly, Delta Tau Delta
3. Cole, Sigma Phi Epsilon
50 yd. back stroke. Time, 34.1
1. Smalley, Delta Tau Delta
Schuettge. Phi Delta Theta
3.
Avery, Phi Delta Theta
Diving
1 J. Graf. Phi Delta Theta, 65 6
2. Smalley. Delta Tau Delta,
50.1
S Gerlach. Phi Delta Theta,
41 4
150 yd medley relay
1. Phi Delta Theta
2. Delta Tau Delta
3. Sigma Phi Epsilon

Left to right. First row: Coach Denny. Johnson. Faleide. Osen, Straubel,
and row: Bennetts, Hastings. Kapp,, Barton, Jackson, Scheuss.

Fight Tournies to
Determine Champs
March 21 Seen Finals in
College Wrestling,
Boxing

TRACK SCHEDULE FOR 1937
Indoor meets:
March 26: Armour Relays at U.
of Chicago.
April 14-16: Trials againstFreshmen.
Outdoor Schedule:
Sat. April 24: Carroll at W au
kesha
Sat. May 1: Ripon at Ripon
Sat. May 8: Beloit at L A W 
RENCE
Sat. May 15: Mid-West Confer
ence meet at Carleton
Sat. May 22: State qaadrangalar at Beloit.
Fri. May 28: Beloit relays at
Beloit.

March 24 will usher in the annual
All-college boxing and wrestling
meet. On Wednesday of next week,
last year’s champions will defend
their titles against u determined
bunch of title-seeker*.
The matches provide a thrilling
show for the students, both mUc
and female, and are consistently
well attended. Admission for stu
dents is by Student Activities tick
ets. The fights will begin at 7:30
P. M. So come early and avoid the Monday: Appleton High School
rush.
Choir directed by Mr. Albert
Note: The management provide:
Glocksin. will sing.
attendants for fainting females.
Wednesday: President T. N. Bar
DEFENDING CHAM PIONS
rows will speak.
Boxing
Friday: A Good Friday Service.
135 lbs H Purdy.
Reverend D. E. Bosserman of the
Trinity English Lutheran Church
145 H J. Allan
will speak, and the A Capella
155 " A. Novakofskl
Choir will sing.
165 " M. Bridges
175 - C. Gerlach
Heavyweight D. MacDonald
Wrestling
135 lb«. D. Wtitiman
145 "• J. Allan
155 H B. Isely
165 " M. Bridges
175 ~ C. Gerlach
Heavyweight
K. Osbon

Next Week’s
Cnaoel

EASTER

Semi-finals
for
All-college
Boxing and Wrestling Meet.
Baxing
Friday. 4:36 P. M.
L. Kiesen vs. AI Banker 135 lbs.
G. Kircher vs. K. Sannes 155 "
E. Waschler vs. L. Lar
son
155 R. Kelley vs. D. Wolterding
145 "
T. Brunke vs. R. ParIH 165 "
Wrestling
Friday. 4:06 P. M.
K. Thomas vs. M. Gaiko 155 lbs.

JAPANE8E WOOD
BLOCK PRTNTS

Helterhoff,

Sec-

Athletic Board
To Award Letters
Barro»* and Millis W ill
Speak at Annual Ban*
quet at Conway
Next Tuesday the Athletic Board
will piesent the varsity and the
fiosh with their letters and num 
erals for the basketball year. 193637. The presentation will come sfter the annual banquet held at the
Conway Hotel at 6:15 p. m. and be
fore the major addresses «f the
evening to be given by President
Thomas N. Barrows and Dean John
S. Millis.
Mr. Barrows* speech will deal
with the college angle of intercol
legiate sports and the Lawrence
set-up. The admission is but twen
ty-five cents, and tickets can be
purchased at Johnston's book store.
The team is deserving of the sup
port of all you wealthy fraternity

men who can spare the price of a
Rood dinnei and some first-hand
infoimaUon on our present sports
policy.

Chris Roemer Estate
POINTERS
11» S. Appleton St.

Phone 1790

G. A. L E M K E
CHOICE MEATS
and OROCERIE8
122# N. Morrison
PHONE S706

St

G REET IN G S

Wm. 6. Keller Oft. D.
OPTOMETRIST

Eyes Examined
Glasses Scientifically Fitted

K O L E T Z K E ’S

Crawford,

in

Complete

Optical Laboratory
Service

121 W. College Ave.

217 E. College Ave.

2nd Floor

PHONE 2415

TENNIS HEADQUARTERS
Expert Tennis Racket Restringing
AH Tennis Rackets Restrung With

E L IT E
— LAST D A Y —

SHIRLEY TEMPLE
in “ STOWAWAY”
— SAT. - SUN —

ZANE GREY’S
“ KING OF THE
ROYAL MOUNTED”
With ROBERT KENT
—

MON. - TCES. —

WARNER BAXTER
JUNE LANG
in “ WHITE HUNTER”

This is your guarantee of even Tension to any speci
fied poundage.

— NOTE —

PO N D Sport Shop
232 E. College Ave.

This is the type of shoe that the
Londoner orders from his custom
bootmaker for town and semiformal dress. And in this authen
tic reproduction by Crosby Sejuare,
it has become the proper shoe in
America for most occasions. Truly
"Shoe No. 1” in a gentleman’s
I year-around shoe wardrobe.

(Bargain Days—All Seats 15c)

Armours Master Crafter Restringing
Machine

Complete line of Spalding Frames and Rackets,
Balls, Shoes and Accessories

British AcceRt

The Elite Theatre Will Be
Closed Next Wednesday,
Thurrday and Friday in
Commemoration of Holy Week
— Coming —

THE CHARGE OF THE
LIGHT BRIGADE”

^

o
Others
$3.00 to $6.50

Bohl * Maeser
213 N. Appleton St.

Don't watch the
Enter Parade with
a naked I
Get into Schmidt s
le-day.
Eastfr is the big dress-up
day of the year . . and don’t
let anyone hear you say that
you’re not going to be in the
Easter Parade . . . for it's
pretty important to look
out for No. 1 when No. 1 is
such an important person in
the eyes of this entire cloth
ing store.
GRIFFON SUITS $25.00
GRIFFON TOPCOATS
$25.00
KNOX HATS $5.00

M att Schmidt
Son

&

HATTERS — CLOTHIERS
106 E. College Ave.
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Sports Scribe
Gives Review of
1936 State Meet

IM V uI k Alpha Drltu Pi for
Tht‘ Marx ®'ol,hc" have «u‘,e * Yike Track Men Defeated
■
1 unique way of selecting and reject
Crown in Fani Mov
Beloit, Carroll, Kipou
ing comcdy scenes and gags. They
carry around a little notebook in
ing (vanir
O n May 21
which they record the responses to
In one of the fastest moving' ^ eir jokes by the various
games of the season the Kanpa At- j ^ t one time they could not depha Thetas became champions of cide between the words “disaptlu Intersorority basketball tour- [ pear," “missing,” and “gone.” As a
nim ent by defeating the Alpha Del- 1 resu*t
usf ^ gone and “dis
r,
appear ’ forty-four tunes on thoir
i
is, 31 to 11, on last Monday. tOUI-( and gave “missing" fifty voieMarch 15. The Thelas were a ings. Every time the latter word got
smooth-working sexlct with Jean the biggest laugh. They couldn’t ex
Doerr sinking shot after shot for a Plain the answer so they just adopt

total of twenty points. Marian Hum- ‘^ ¡ j j
needed in one of
lekrr sank some fantastic shots that their forthcoming scenes in “A Day
made it look as if she had a charm At the Races.” In the scene wc
see Groucho washing his hands in
on the ball.
a basin. He turns and discovers
At the end of the first h.ilf the
Siegfried Rumann eyeing his wrist
score was 13 to 6 for the Tlietas watch. With one of his looks which
The game wasn't in the bag yet, speaks a m illion words, Groucho
however. The Alpha Delts still put takes off his watch and deliberately
up a good fight and gave the Theta'g tosses it into the water.
,
. .
,
,,
“I d rather have it rusty than
a run for their money. It was a wild! m i „ j ng,” he sniffs.
fi<ht to the finish. The tail Illic it of
If any of you have seen “A
the Alpha Delts, Betty Morrison, Night at the Opera.” you will cer
was able to make only one basket tainly remember the scene in the
dining
room
of
the
steamer
Maggie Seip was on her tiack every Groucho is sitting at a table and
minute. Barbara Rounds also lim it turns to ask the waiter for Frenin
ed the flashy little Al Holloway to pastry.
only one field goal. It remained for* ' But,’* protests the waiter, “what
Ruth Ragland to sink the other I
the rate of exchange?”
three baskets for the A D Pi's, i No response? Well, that's why
They w ill try their luck f»n second you didn't hear this gag in the
place when they play the winner movie. Groucho tried it on the mail
carrier, the gardener, and the
of the consolation round
The Alpha Chi Omegas, by virtue butcher, and none of them laughed.
of their win over the Zeta Tau AI He then decided that it had to come
phas. will clash with the Independ down to earth. He slipped in anoth
ents to determine who will play the er joke and eleven out of eleven
Alpha Delts for second place. The butchers laughed, and on the road
Alpha Chis defeated the 7>:‘tas. 12 to seventy-eight audiences roared.
The joke went:
7 Thursday, March 11.
With the
Groucho: Have you any milk-fed
score a tie or clpse to a lie through
most of the game, neither team chickens?
Waiter: Certainly.
was able to forge ahead until in the
Groucho: Squeeze the milk out
final quarter when Helen Bauer
made two neat shots. She w ai high of one and bring me a glassful.
Another time Groucho retorts to
scorer with a total of six points The
final bucket was shot by t.ois Cav- Chico. “That's the most ‘nauseating’
erl.v, making her total four points. proposal I ’ve ever had.”
The word nauseating got the roar.
Helen Boettcher starred for I»«* Ze
ta* making five of her team’s to No one apparently saw any more
in the joke than just that word.
tal of seven points.
When other adjectives were tried,
the joke went flat.
Groucho Marx seems to be quite
a writer, also, for he wrote the
"King and the Chorus G irl” which
is now in production starring Fer
J
nand Gravet, a new French star.
We might, at this point, say some
Viking Track S«|uatl Volt*«* thing about the director of this
play, Mervyn LeRoy. It is Mr. LeTo Knter May 2rt
Roy's policy never to do the same
thing twice. By this he means that
Contest
the director who repeats in the
The Beloit college relays, an en spectacular play, or any other type,
tirely new meet, are lo b* held Fri is apt to die out.
We have only to run through his
day. May 28, with probably fifteen
schools or more participating l*aw-| *as* *cw Plays to know that he
rence, in order to meet the sports practices what he preaches,
division budget and enter the started with ‘'Anthony Adverse’’, a
downstate contest, which will be huRh vehicle. For contrast he conone of the highlights of the track tinued with “Three Men on a
season, has been forced to drop out i Horse”. He says that seeing the latof both the North Central and Ar- ler after the former is like slipping
mour meets, the latter is to be held lnto some f»*hlng togs after too
at the University of Chicago It maiiy evenings of white tie and
was decided by the Viking squad tai,sthat this trip should not be m ade 1 Finally Marx came along with
in order that participation hi the "The King and the Chorus G ir l '
Beloit relays could be made pos- and Director LeRoy bought it.
sible.
There seems to be no end to
New Entries at Beloit
which the people in Hollywood
Coach Means of the Goldmen an- wil1 *° to please a fickle public,
nounced this week that the field ot
—Stage
entrants for the relay on the.28 of
May had increased to 15 with three
new schools accepting the invita
tions. Simpson college of Indianola.
Iowa, and Augustana College of
Kick Island have entered It is jv>ssible that other colleges may decide
to join the 15 already in the group.

Beloit Conducts
New Relay Meet

Friday, March 19, 1937
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As a matter of some interest, the
sport columns w ill carry during the
next three weeks when national
and intercollegiate sports are on
pretty much of a plateau, track
stories of records and results in
important meets last season. In the
listing of these results men who
have graduated or are no longer in
college w ill be noted with an aster
isk after their names.
1936: State Track meet held In
Appleton on May 21. won by Law
rence 721; Beloit 421: Carroll 35;
Ripon 14.
Individual Results:
120 yd. highs: won by Runge, Be
loit*; (2), Leete. Lawrence;
(3)
Buck, Carroll; <4> Beggs, CarrclL
Time, 15.9.
100 yd. dash: won by Wilder,
Lawrence*; <2i Morse, Carroll*;
(3> Gates, Beloit; <4> Blackwood,
Ripon. Time. 10.1.
Mile run: won by Hecker. Law 
rence*; (2) Grode. Lawrence; (3>
Schubert. Lawrence:
<4» Goebel,
Carroll. Time, 4:26 3 «New record»
440 yd. run: won bv Brown. Be
loit; (2) Phillips. Beloit: «3» Vande Walle, Lawrence: <4) Maranocha, Ripon. Time. 51.7.
220 yd. dash:
won by Vande
Walle, Lawrence; <2» Morse, Car
roll*; (3) Wilder. Lawrence*; (4)
Gates, Beloit. Time, 22 7.
880 yd. run: won by Hecker,
Lawrence*; (2) Brown. Beloit; <3»
Buck, Carroll; <4> Grode.
Law
rence. Time, 2.02.
220 yd. lows: won by Runge. Be
loit*; (2) Schier. Lawrence*; <3)
Gimla, Carroll; <4> Pray. Ripon«.
Time, 25.3.
2 mile run: won by Heinke, Car
roll; (2) Pray. Ripon*; (3) Shel-

Van Horn D iscute»
‘’Humanism' at Meeting
Dr. W illis M. Vanllorn, assistant
professor of biology, spoke on "A
Biologist's Interpretation of Hunmanism" at a dinner meeting of
the local branch of the American
Association of University Profes
sors on Tuesday, March 9, at the
Hotel Northern.
don, Lawrence; (4) Ross, Beloit.
Time, 10:18.6.
Field Events
Pole Vault: won by J. Barnes,
Carroll; (2 ) Solie, Lawrence*; (3)
Osen, Lawrence; (4) Gimla, Car
roll and Gorn, Ripon tied. 11’9.”
Shot Put; won by
Barksdale,
Beloit*; (2) Hillard, Beloit; (3) Izdepski, Ripon; (4) Knutsen, Car
roll*. Distance 43'10.”
High Jum p: won by Leete, L aw 
rence; (2) Gertz, Beloit and Pray,
Ripon tied (3) Roche, Carroll: <ib
Burton, Lawrence. Height, 5’101”.
5'10i.” Ties old record.
Javelin: won by Fritz, Lawrence;
(2) Burton, Lawrence; (3) Barnes,
Carroll; (4> Johnson, Carroll. Dis
tance, 161*0.”
Discuss: won by Kapp, Lawrence;
<2) Lohmiller, Carroll; (3> Barks
dale, Beloit*; (4> Knoblauch, Car
roll*. 128-7”
Broad jump:
won by Wilder,
Lawrence*; (2) Grandrone, Ripon*;
*3) Runge, Beloit*; 44» Vande W al
le, Lawrence. Instance, 20'8|.’’
Vlkes Take Relay
Half-mile relay: won by Law 
rence; (2) Beloit;
(3>
Carroll.
Time, 1:32.4.

Squash Team Will
Play in Milwaukee
Four Men W ill Compete in
Western Intercollegi
ate Tournament
This weekend
Lawrence will
send its squash team composed of
four men to the University Club at
Milwaukee to compete in the West
ern Intercollegiate squash tourna
ment. Those entering will be John
Schmerein and Paul Strange, who
competed in the tourney last year,
together with Harold Bullock and
Ed Rath. These four men will also
play a match with Purdue’s squash
team at the University Club at 9 A.
M. Sunday morning.
Colleges from all over the coun
try w ill send players to this tour
nament including Purdue, North
western, Illinois, Chicago, DePai’l,
Minnesota, Carleton, and Lawrence.
The defending champion is Bill
Shandon of Purdue University who
w ill defend his title against many
newcomers this year.
Schmerein, Strange, and Rath
have been playing squash for two
years now and. with Bullock, who
has come along very fast, stand a
good chance of making a showing
in the tournament this year.

EASTER
For a season of suits the
FUR SCARF takes on
great importance ! Silver
Fox, 'Btone Marten, and
Kolinskies claim high
fashion interest.

m a new
highly concentrated
perfume. 7 fainou«
fragranrr*.
02.50 03.56 05.00
231 E. College Ave.
Appleton.

• Flaron de Sac by
laieien I*long is a
punte-siz* bottleflat, bandy for travel
ing. S t fragrance*.
01.30
01.75

LUCI EN
lilONG

Phone 5308
Wisconsin

• Any woman will
love to iiavo "Penthouse"—wilh four of
Lueien |Jclong’afine»t
|<erfinne<*.
02.50 05.00 07.50

• J<*li Petit hold«
(lire« perfumes by
l.iK-ien Leloiig in onV
novel paekage. A
•itm nin* gift.

03.00

07.50

Lovely Spring Colors!

Silk Hosiery
Full
FOK

Outstanding Indiv'dmlitv
at

Moderate Price*

F a s h io n e d

Aguo
mfwSRLOn
BEAUTY

DAVID’S Beauty Shop
Over Fusfield’s
118 E. College Ave.
Pitone tIO«

3rd floor
Irving Zuelke Bldg.

79t

2-thread evening sheers. The
utmost in beauty and quality!
Ringless, perfect throughout.

J.C. PENNEY CO.

• Lucien I.elong’a
Kau de Cologne or
"Wliwper" Perfumed
Cologne —a grand
and popular gift.
01.00 01.50 02.50

• Cay as S|»ring . . .
youthful and airy as
a breeze . . . Parfum
*'Indiscret” will make
Faster a joyous time
in anyone*a life. In
the loveliest crystal
flaron imaginable!
05.00 and more

tt

’V

*c

*

I

02.00

PETTIBONE'S
vV.V V,

V - Ï-

• Parfum "Indiscret*’
by Lorien I^elong id
Ino delightful "tan■el’* fiaron, a new
■mailer size for the
pu rae.

g.
-
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Freshman Track
Prospects Good
More Men Report; First
Meets Scheduled After
Spring Vacation
W ith more men reporting as oth
er sports end their seasons, pros
pects for a good frosh track squad
are rapidly developing.
Several
good sprinters have been showing
their stuff, among them Jack M il
let, who hails from Northwestern
and Wayne Cochran, Newtrier star
Bruce Stevens, Fox River Valley
hurdle champ, has been praticing
regularly in that event as well as
in the high jump. Bill Lohr, also
from the Valley, runs the mile ir.
good time.
Ken Bucsing is the best bet in the
middle distance. He won the stau
championship in the 440 last year
and will be out at the end of spring
football. Jim Olson and Ralph Seeger are also promising in this event.
The team will have many new re
cruits at the end of spring football
in addition to men from other
sources. Bill Masterson will be out
then to heave the weights. Wally
Cape, basketball star, has just re
ported and is another addition to
the middle distance group.
A ll work at present is indoors
with two indoor meets with Apple
ton and Oshkosh Highs scheduled
for shortly after the spring vaca
tion. Two regular outdoor meets
will be run off, also, one with Ripon and the other tentative, as well
as the annual Mid-West telegraph
ic meet.

Sport Shorts
BV JO E HOFFEND
Last Saturday and Sunday tw j
Lawrence men advanced to the fin
als of the Northeastern Wisconsin
Sectional Indoor Tournament held
in St. Norberts Colleges spacious
new gymnasium. Bullock and Hart
ley, playing doubles and single«,
were the Vikes’ entrants.
Singles—quarter-final*:
Hartley <L> defeated Hine <St
Norberts) 6-4; 8-4.
Bullock <L) beat Williams «Green
Bay) 9-7; 8-2.
Semi-finals:
Borcherdt 'Wisconsin) defeated
Hartley <L> 8-2; 8-2.
Parker «Wisconsin) bested Clan
cy «Notre Dame) 84: 8-1.
Bullock <L) beat Parker «Wiscon
sin) 6-4; 8-6.
Finals:
Borcherdt «Wisconsin) won from
Bullock <L) 7-5; 9-7: 6-2.
Doubles: quarter-finals:
Hartley-Bullock
<L>
defeated
Hine-Williams «Green Bay) 6-2; 6-1.
Semi-finals:
Hartley Bullock <L) beat B. Clan-
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cey and B. Clancey, «Notre Dame)
Patterton, the maid. The atmos
Mr. Watts Addresses
pheric saloon salesman is James
7-5; 6-0.
Purdue Fraternity
Borcherdt-Parker (Wisconsin) de
Morrow.
Mr. Ralph J. Watts, business man
feated Dalrymple-Sturty
(Green
Says the swanky New
York
ager and national secretary and
Bay) 7-5; 6-0.
Times, “Mr. O'Niell’s excursion into
treasurer of Phi Sigma Kappa, gave
Finals:
nostalgic comedy has resulted in
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
Borchert-Parker «Wisconsin) won a speech at Purdue University on
one of his best works."
from Hartley-Bullock <L) 6-2; 6-2; March 13. The occasion was the there is much fun in a saloon, not
Behind the Scenes
tavern, scene, as Richard spites the
observance
of Founders’
Day, two-family mandatory end to his
6-3.
Many have worked hard to make
March 15, of Phi Sigma Kappa fra sweet romance with drink and de “Ah, Wilderness” the success that
Borcherdt-Parker
bauchery. Involved are the street it is. Assisting director Volkert is
Bob Borcherdt is a well known ternity.
Mr. Watts, in accordance with the waif, played by Sylvia Dubsky, and best-loved Rosemary Dupont, tal
player in the state and a pretty
bartender, Albert Haak. The play ented Margaret Rape is art director,
sweet ball player. Parker, his team custom that each national officer
ends with Richard getting the girl, and the paint crew is headed by
mate, is one of Wisconsin's many visit one or more chapters during and mother and father happy m em Margaret Seip. Roger Fischer is
good pole vaulters, besides being an the celebration of Founder’s Day, ories.
production manager, and double
excellent tennis man. Bullock and
duty Albert Haak is stage manager.
Supporting Cast
spoke to the Purdue chapter on
Hartley showed very well to reach
Ably supporting these principals Edward Marcellus heads the fly
the finals by beating the Clancey “The History and Premises of Pin are Margaret Mercer as Mrs. M il crew, and Wilmer W itt is techni
Sigma
Kappa.”
brothers of Notre Dame. Hartley
ler, Betty Anne Johnson as Lilly, cian. Lawrence Chabot dims the
and Bullock, who had never played
the old maid teacher for whom Syd lights as head electrician, and Jean
together before, were impressive,
Davis, sophomore W illiam Holmes ne Meyer hands out properties.
ed,
and
all
men
must
be
in
at
an
and some of the "set’' men of last
acting, has a tender and undyina Dorothy Below manages the make
early
hour
every
evening.
year's outdoor tennis team better
love, topped only by a love for th<? up staff, and W illiam Dupont is
look to their laurels, and incident
Object to Ruling
battle. The small Miller, Tommy, is call boy. Pep committee's Don
ally, get out there and do a little
The one repellent factor which played by Robert Leverenz. and col Schnlk is hoist manager, and as
practising for the spring season.
has caused the Vikes and other lege boy Bartholomew plays col sistant to the dean, Walter Coffey,
Bullock had the high routing Borch
lege boy Arthur in the play. L itt’.c makc-s the business arrangements.
erdt of Madison, 4-0, in the second schools, and reasonably, to question Frances Smethurst plays the fam 
Tickets can still be secured at
set, but 58 games of gruelling court the acceptance of the Saints as a ily hot sister. Fred Leech plays the Belling*. Student activities tickets
play in the afternoon had worn him yearly opponent, is the freshmen leader astray of Richard, and Gay are good for admittance.
down some.
rule by which first year men are
You know, there’s one school that
allowed to participate in varsity
really isn't getting the breaks at
sports in their initial season St
Guarantee your investment in your
all—and should be. St. Norbcrts is
Norberts would drop this rule in a
education and the success of your
that college. I spent almost two day*
minute if the pending act of enter
up and around Green Bay and St.
plans in life through LIFE INSURANCE.
ing the North Central Conference
Norberts last week, and I had a
went through. If consistent play
chance to do a lot of listening and
with other state and out-of-state
some talking with the fellows who
schools was promised, there is no
go there to school. They’ve got a
doubt that the Saints would elimin
swell plant—their gym is a double
ate that ruling. W ithin two or three
ESTABLISHED 1M«
floor proposition, much longer than
years we shall see it, and if that is
HARTFORD
any of the state schools Lawrence
what the Vikings are looking for in 
“A Company of D iM im litn*
plays. They have two good hard
terest in St. Norbert's will then be
ball courts, a training room with
in accord with all our scholastic
HAROLD E. FULLER
more equipment than we have—
regulations, and Lawrence should
PHONE 3424
APPLETON AGEN CY
several violet ray lamps.—an infra- j
accept the Saints as a regular op
red and two other special lamps
ponent.
There is a neat rifle range for R. O.
T. C. practice on the ground floor.
«St. Norberts beat Ripon's marks
men easily this year), a fine room
for boxing and wrestling, and two'
of the best indoor tennis courts in
this section of the state.
St. Norberts
And that school is not as some of
us have pictured it. The boys tip
there have to toe the mark in schol
astics all the time, or they get the
shoe. At the mid-wav point at least
five men, all excellent athletes,
were removed. Yinkle and Me Gaven were two of them, both swell
football players. They must m ain
tain a C average to stay eligible.
Boxers of such repute as Canaped.
Keneally, Scarlatta, Anderson, and
Ullrich are C. Y. O. men from C hi
cago sent to the school by a defin
ite sum set aside by the Catholic
Youths Organization of Chicago.
The group sends men to such oth
er prominent schools as Catholic U .
Fordham. St. Victor and others. But
those men must keep up their
standings at all times; Scarlatta.
Ullrich, and Anderson are espe
cially good students. It's no free and
easy life Ihey lead either: the regu
lations are tougher than Law
Hand-Tailored by Men
rence’s; they pay attention to busi
ness, for almost no cuts are allow-

Volkert Directs
‘Ah, Wilderness’

The Connecticut Mutual Life
Insurance Company

announcement
from Wunderlich’s
o)ociety cjyu u w

SUITS for WOMEN

Man-styled and man*tailored by the

25Cr° $,
Weekday.

APPLETON

25c r>,

M AJO R
FEATURES

makers o f America's most famous ehle
dollies for men. No wonder it would
lie difficult, if not impossible, for the
well groomed woman to find a nullin g
more brilliantly styled or more glo

--- TONITE and 8AT I’RDAY ---

SYLVIA
SIDNEY

•

HENRY
FONDA

riously youthful

and

Haltering than

W illiam Gargan — Barton M sc Lane

these suits.

“You Only Live Once”

hand made buttonholes, of course.

plus “ DON’T TELL THE W IF E ’»
Gay Klbbee — Una Merkel

Hand stitched edges and

La viahly rich men's near fabric».

S IN . or MOR.
Matinee and Night

TIME OUT FOR ROMANCE’
Claire Trevor — Michael Whalen

$

39

50

Hilda A . Wunderlich’
- •

m
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Proposed Lawrentian
Changes Dangerous
Freedom for college newspapers from
the direct control of authoritarian dic
tates is neither a privilege nor an asset;
it is a necessity, a constant factor in the
equation of vigorous college journalism.
If such freedom is deleted from the equa
tion, the whole tenor of the student news
paper descends to vapidity. There arc
many examples oi such papers even in
this restricted Middle West
Last year the Lawrentian ran several
“unprovoked" editorials on the general
subject of control of papers, editorials
that emphasized the fortunate position
of the Lawrentian, and insisted that such
a position must continue to exist in order
that the Lawrentian may continue in its
high place among college papers.
Last week, in all sincerity, oroposals
for amendments to the Lawrentian con
stitution were made which may indicate
that jealousy of this freedom is not an
impossibility, but a real danger for the
near future.
The first of these proposed amend
ments has to do with the creation of an
Editorial Board w'hich shall be rigidly
defined. It shall be composed of the
editor, four students w’ho shall be chosen
by him, and a faculty member chosen by
the board who shall thereafter act as a
member ex-officio. The duties of the
Board shall be to determine the editorial
policy and to “prepare” the editorials.
Responsibility shall fall to the Board,
and editorials shall therefore have the
sanction of a majority opinion.
Protagonists of the plan argue for in
creased breadth and depth of treatment
in the editorial policy. Either of these
euphonious words are. in the last analy
sis, dependent upon the conformation of
ideas with the accepted mode, not the
logical content objectively judged. Even
in discussion of national politics appar
ently mature individuals accuse other
mature individuals of immaturity.
The professor who was chosen as the
member of such a Board w-ould be the
most unfortunate of professors. The opin
ion in the editorial columns would nee•ssarily bear his approval, and fairly or
Unfairly the whole responsibility would
pushed upon him. Even at Lawrence

* in* k> ruM l a w I. »«MU IM

" I don’t rare about going either—bat I can jast imagine how pleased
Mrs. TwKtle would be If we didn’t show up!"

no professor can afford to be so liberal
that his ideas may always be expressed.
Responsibility split is no one’s respon
sibility. Either the students at Lawrence
College and the officials of their paper
must see that this responsibility and the
attendent control remains in the hands of
the paper, or they might as well take a
joint subscription to the Alumnus.

Attack Educational
Problem at Both Ends
In the past few weeks the Lawrentian
has outlined a stand for certain educa
tional reforms at Lawrence with an aim
to concentrate on developing a student
having intellectual depth and interest, a
student with a coherent grasp of what he
has done, a student who sees there is a
direct relation between learning and life.
That there is no hard and fast wall be
tween curricular and extra-curricular
activity on the campus. We feel that a
broad program of change and adjustment
to a modern outlook on education should
be adopted and followed out to aid in
developing a college which produces a
student w'hose education does not cease
on commencement day.
We have suggested that the problem
can best be attacked on three fronts. In
the first place, w'e would aim toward a
really comprehensive examination cover
ing the student's whole college w’ork,
thus turning attention to actual results
and not educational gains. In the sec
ond place, with the gradual shift of em
phasis to becoming educated, we urge
the abolition of the traditional, but in
accurate, measuring sticks of student
ability, which are the false goals of
grades, hours, and points. Thirdly, w'e
would suggest a required survey course
in the freshmen year having as its pri
mary objective the arousing of interests
in the world we live in. Starting from
such a common ground of experience, in
terest can be aroused. Then one can be
gin to teach. It is futile to attempt to
cram knowledge which is only intellec
tual geometry divorced from experience,
down students' throats. If there is r.o
vital interest, only sterile grade-gctters
and pedants are encouraged, because such
a course sketches enough of the field of
knowledge and its problems that students
could see the meaning and relationships
of their later courscs of study. Thirdly,
such a course must raise fundamental
problems and questions facing the worid
today. The air could not be to always
give the “right” answers—we have far
too much of that. Instead, let’s stimu
late the student and ask the right ques
tions and raise vital problems. This way
a student has a starting point for his in
tellectual venture.
This bare outline of the Lawrentian

program answers the main question of
last week's So They Say article whicn
doubted the value of reforming the com
prehensive examination as long as the
college program was not taught in a com
prehensive way. Along with making the
comprehensive examination really com
prehensive, we have urged the introduc*
tion of the freshman survey course as
one step in adjusting ourselves to such an
examination, which would represent a
better integrated college program. Such
an attack on the problem, both from the
rear and the front, from the senior year
and the freshman year, is just a begin
ning.
More problems will be raised.
Probably many traditional and moth-eaten educational views and manifestations
of those views in the curriculum and its
administration and also in its relation to
other activities on the campus will have
to be cast overboard. But if Lawrence
College is to maintain its position as a
progressive educational institution, it will
change and advance only because it is
constantly asking “How successfully are
we educating our students?” and “How
can w'e do a better job?” We must con
tinually think in terms of a progressive,
long run program. Our recent proposals
grow out of such a long range view; they
are a part of a greater picturc. We feel
that adopt! >n of a problem-raising sur
vey course along with instituting a more
effective system of comprehensive exam
inations would be a long stride in reaching the ideal of a fuller and more worth
while education.

By Way of Explanation
Questions have been raised from time
to time about the responsibility for Law
rentian editorial and news policy. Some
have the misapprehension that the facul
ty adviser, who has a seat on the Law'rentian Board of Control, is responsible for
the paper’s policy. Let it be clear that
under the present organization, nothing
could be farther from the truth. The re
sponsibility of reading Lawrentian copy
is entirely in the hands of the student edi
tors, the department editors and the desk
editor.
The managing editor is director of the
w’hole reportorial staff and policy. Here
is his field of direct responsibility. The
editor-in-chief has the ultimate responsi
bility of the Lawrentian. Though he can
not personally correct copy (which also
seem; to be a misapprehension of some),
he is held accountable for the operation
of the paper as a whole and especially
the editorial policy. Let this be especial
ly clear. The editor takes responsibility
for the opinion and policies expressed
in the editorials, and t^e editorial pro
gram of The Lawrentian, but does not
take responsibility for the opinion ex-
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From Other Presses
A TERRIBLE SITUATION
Those far-seeing and circumspect Yale
undergraduates who have proposed a
“Roosevelt-for-King Club” may count up
on The Spectator for the fullest measure
of support.
This proposal is far and away the
most intelligent approach to the problems
which now confront America, that we
have seen in some time, and deserves the
careful consideration of every thoughtful
American.
The gentlemen up at Yale would
crown Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt as “King
Franklin” and “Queen Eleanor” and rechristen the capital “Roosevelt, D. C.”
The Supreme Court would be preserved
in the Smithsonian and the press w'ould
be abolished in favor of fireside chats.
To dismiss these proposals as mere
anti-New Deal satire is a superficial an
alysis which does grave injustice to their
proponents.
The propositions contain
several items which could well serve as
a basis for improvement of governmental
structure.
The Yale men, contending that Roose
velt, "a man of the century,” now con
trols the legislative and judicial branch
es of government, think it only logical
that the people should be allowed to car
ry out their “burning desire for a less
simple form of government through un
dying devotion to pomp and pageantry”
by making him king.
This, we contend, is a very sage ob
servation. What the country needs is a
good stable symbol of government. The
trouble with presidents is that they come
and go so fast, and are so vulnerable to
discourteous opposition attacks that they
rarely become objects of reverence.
This, it will be conceded, is a deplor
able situation. A government whose symbolism is so poor that reverence is be
stowed upon a court, not because it can
appreciate or meet the people’s needs but
merely because its permanence gives it
a sancrosanct character needs to be al
tered.
What America needs is a symbol of
government, embodied in an individual
or individuals, which can understand the
people's needs and solve their problems,
not a cloistered bunch of legalists who
have not the devices to support the peo
ple's faith in them.
From The Columbia Spectator.
Giving W. C. Fields the “biggest laugh
I ’ve had in 10. months,” Lum and Abner,
of radio fame, spent the afternoon with
the Paramount star at Las Encinas re
cently. The meeting was arranged by a
mutual friend who knew that Lum (Chet
Lauck) and Abner (Norris Goff) consider
Fields the greatest comedian of the day,
and that Fields is a Lum and Abner fan,
catching them nightly. Fields holds the
unique Hollywood distinction of being
the proud possessor of a Phi Beta Kappa
key.
He found it several years ago in At
lantic City.
A campus bank at Rutgers University
makes small loans to students at about
one-third the legal rate of interest. It is
run by undergraduates in the money and
banking couise for practical experience.
Phlegmatic, crunch, flatulent, caraphony, treachery, sap, jazz, plutocrat,
gripe and plump are the ten most un
pleasant words in the English language,
says the National Association of Teachers
of Speech.
pressed in So They So articles or letters
to the editor. It is in his province, howrever, to see that such letters are in good
taste. As for signing the letters, we do
not feel such is necessary as long as they
are edited against the possibility of libel
and poor taste.
This is a brief statement of the organ
ization and the locations of responsibility
in the present Lawrentian. It is wholly
prepared and edited by students of Lawrrence College. No member of the faculty
or the administration is officially respon
sible for Lawrentian policy. It is truly a
student newspaper.
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